THE PROPEL PROGRAM
empowering young women entrepreneurs

SPRING 2022 PROPELLERS

HANNAH SOTELO
McCORMICK ’24
PROJECT: DAILYDOSE JEWELRY
Jewelry created to transport medication for daily individual use.

MADDDY LANDON
KELLOGG ’23
PROJECT: NEARish
NEARish is a SMS-to-newsletter platform that helps friends and family stay in touch.

IZZY MOKOTOFF
MEDILL ’24
PROJECT: STEADYSCRIB
SteadyScrib aims to create the first manual writing tool designed specifically for people with Parkinson’s Disease.

MARGOT AMOUYAL
MEDILL ’25
PROJECT: EVENTFUL
Eventful strives to plan fun events in the Evanston area and at local bars for students, such as paint nights, board game nights, and picnics on the lake.

KIRA GOPINATH
McCORMICK ’24
PROJECT: cHELLO
cHello is a collaborative app for musicians to find band members, producers, and gigs and work together to succeed in the competitive field of music.

MARIAH KENNEDY CUOMO
KELLOGG ’23
PROJECT: CEO SOCIAL MEDIA ADVISORY FIRM
The CEO Social Media Advisory Firm enables top CEOs to launch and maintain social media profiles that achieve business and positioning objectives.

LILY LEE
BIENEN / MCCORMICK ’25
PROJECT: ALMOND + LILY
Almond + Lily is a premium almond milk brand that offers creamy almond milk in unique flavors.

SHREYA PUGALIA
WEINBERG ’23
PROJECT: LET’S TALK FINANCES
Let’s Talk Finances supports all women in becoming financially independent by providing them with the tools and knowledge needed to achieve their specific wealth goals while being tailored to the female investing experience.

To learn more about Propel, visit: thegarage.nu/propel